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Easy
Empty

915 mm340 mm

870 mm870 mm

160L 120L

1200 mm340 mm
manufactured by

Cervic Environment INDOOR

Avalilable colour plastic bags Slim Fit

DETAILS

62Kg. 48Kg.

Wood structure colour
standar finish other finishes

Metal doors colour

Helsinki 4W

Detail of the door Inner liner

Helsinki 3W

This datasheet invalidates the previous datasheets regarding this product. The technical characteristics and materials of this product may change due to improvements without prior notice.
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 - Wooden cabinet with an attractive design made for 3 and 4 different types of waste and for 120 and 160 litres.
 - The cabinet structure is made of 28 mm MDF wood. 
 - Optional: several types of wood on demand. 
 - The doors, dividing walls and inner liners are made of 0'6, 1 and 1'5 mm hot dip galvanized cold rolled steel sheets.
 - The doors include a thermo-heating polyester powder coated finish. 
 - Each type of waste is in a different compartment which is separated from the rest and have a frontal door to be 
emptied. 

 - The inner liner has an elastic band to keep the bag in place. 
 - The identification of the type of waste is included on each door. 
 - The hinged pins are made of zinc-plated steel. 
 - Easy emptying system: our bins must be safe, ergonomic and clean. This bin has been designed and produced with 
an ergonomic and efficient emptying system which guarantees the extraction of the bag without risk of ripping.

 - Plastic bags: this bin is compatible with standard bags availble in the market. However, Cervic Environment have 
developed "Slim-fit" bags (tailor-made for our bins) which improve the performance and the aesthetic of the bins. 

 - Guaranteed reliability: this product has satisfactorily exceeded functionality and endurance tests under real 
environmental and usage conditions.
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WASTE SIGN CODE
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WOOD
CODE

To define the product go to the indicated page 

Reference code for Helsinki 3W.........................................................................................Page 3
Reference code for Helsinki 4W.........................................................................................Page 4

DETAILED REFERENCE CODE FOR HELSINKI 3W

In order to process your order, we require you to complete the following detailed reference. 

26 04 1  _  /   _   /   _   /   _
SIGN SIGN SIGNDetailed 

Reference:

LEFT 
WASTE CODE

MIDDLE
WASTE CODE

RIGHT 
WASTE CODE

WOOD FINISH CODE

A B C D FE
Special finishes, MOQ required

Example of ordered product
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DETAILED REFERENCE CODE FOR HELSINKI 4W

In order to process your order, we require you to complete the following detailed reference. 

26 04 2  _  /   _   /   _   /   _   /   _
SIGN SIGN SIGN SIGNDetailed 

Reference:

LEFT 
WASTE CODE

MIDDLE 1
WASTE CODE

MIDDLE 2
WASTE CODE

LEFT 
WASTE CODE

A B C D FE

Example of ordered product
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WASTE SIGN CODE

WOOD FINISH CODE

Special finishes, MOQ required



AVAILABLE PLASTIC BAGS “SLIM FIT”

Helsinki cabinet 3W shrink-wrapped6 160 Kg 1,22 m31200 1000 2100

4 140 Kg 0,98 m31200 800 2100Helsinki cabinet 4W shrink-wrapped

Descripction

W

H

L

PACKAGING AND LOGISTIC DETAILS

Packaging details with pallet

10,5 50
rollos/caja

25
bolsas/rollo

10,5 50
rollos/caja

25
bolsas/rollo

10,5

10,5

50
rollos/caja

50
rollos/caja

25
bolsas/rollo

25
bolsas/rollo

MBPR0604

MBPR0601

MBPR0603

MBPR0602

54x60cm Transparent

54x60cm Black colour

54x60cm Yellow colour

54x60cm Blue colour

Reference Description
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Microns
(thickness)

Rolls /
Box

Bags /
Rolls

u. / pallet Type of packaging
Pallet dimensions mm* Pallet 

weight VolumeLength Width Height

*The logistic could be changed in case of the loading of different products in the same pallet.
In case of full containers, trailers or trucks, ask for logistic optimization.


